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My research develops a broader theory of U.S. political parties and the policy process.  Unlike 
many party systems in other countries with formal party membership, strict campaign finance 
laws, and a broader range of formal party organizations, U.S. parties have uncertain borders. 
Recent scholarship has shown that an extended party network of interest groups, donors, 
intellectuals, and other party actors play an important role in determining who wins nomination 
contests and what policy positions parties take. My work places these informal party actors 
directly into the congressional policy process. They are policy-seeking, like interest groups, 
rather than office-seeking, like political parties and thus push members of Congress to take more 
ideological positions than we might predict from the single-minded seekers of reelection axiom. 
As they gain influence, Congress becomes more ideological and less responsive to the public. 
 
All of my published research to date is quantitative, relying on large datasets of policy outputs. 
Three of my four published articles utilize data coded using the U.S. Policy Agendas Project 
topic categorization system, which I managed from 2017 to 2019. This system allows us to 
identify the issue content of inputs and outputs, ranging from salience to public laws to think 
tank reports. I use a variety of both panel and cross-sectional methods to analyze these data and 
test hypotheses related to U.S. political institutions. As most quantitative research on institutions 
relies on observational data, I plan to integrate qualitative case material into my work moving 
forward in order to more deeply examine the processes suggested by the quantitative analysis. 
 
Book Project 
 
My dissertation, “Information Wars: Party Elites, Think Tanks and Polarization in Congress,” 
examines the privileged role given to party-aligned think tanks like the Heritage Foundation and 
Center for American Progress in Congress. I argue that although they are privately-funded, think 
tanks have become deeply integrated into extended party networks, and thus became pseudo-
party institutions. They produce ideologically-biased policy information for their co-partisan 
allies. I examine their increased influence in Congress over time and across issues using several 
new large-n datasets. I find that these think tanks, particularly Republican-aligned ones, produce 
ideologically-biased information, and are both a cause and consequence of polarization.  
 
The project contributes to the intersection of several different areas within the American political 
institutions and policy subfields. I contribute to the literature on extended political parties by 
examining how party elites influence policymaking across all issues. I also provide a new 
perspective on party polarization in Congress by integrating the literature on interest groups, 
ideologically-biased information, and the policy process. I expect to defend in the Spring and 
submit the manuscript to a university press book soon thereafter.  



I have published one article out of the dissertation project, titled, “Issue Ownership and the 
Priorities of Party Elites in the United States,” in Party Politics. The paper addresses a debate in 
the literature over the origin of issue ownership. I find that the privately-financed, policy-seeking 
party elites at think tanks tend to prioritize owned issues, even though they are decoupled from 
electoral incentives. Therefore, party decisions to prioritize some issues and are likely caused by 
party elite’s core priorities, rather than strategic decisions to prioritize issues that the public trusts 
the party to handle. 
 
Other Peer-Reviewed Published Work 
 
I am interested in political parties and Congress more broadly, particularly in the way that formal 
party organizations, party elites, and organized groups interact with the legislative and policy 
processes. Two of my published papers examine different kinds of party activity.  The first, 
“Power of the Party: Conflict Expansion and the Agenda Diversity of Interest Groups,” in 
Political Research Quarterly, is co-authored with graduate student colleagues. Much of the 
extended party networks literature focuses on attempts by outside groups to capture office-
seeking political parties for their own policy-seeking purposes. We find that the opposite is also 
true: a combination of rational logrolling and irrational social group behavior causes groups that 
are highly-integrated into party networks to expand their policy agenda, while less integrated 
groups remain focused on their core issues. 
 
My second article focuses on how formal party organizations interact with legislative processes. 
The solo-authored article, “Marching Orders? U.S. party platforms and legislative agenda 
setting" in Political Research Quarterly, asks if U.S. political parties keep their campaign 
promises to focus on particular issues in the subsequent Congress, as expressed by relative issue 
emphasis in party platforms. U.S. legislative parties operate separately from national or state 
parties, which often disrupts the transmission of formal party priorities into legislative priorities. 
I find that they do keep their promises, but only immediately after the election, and issue 
attention tends to snap back in the long term to the issues they under-emphasize.  
 
Finally, I have a strong interest in budget and tax policy and expect to continue my research in 
these areas. In 2017, I published a co-authored article “Representative Systems and Policy 
Punctuations,” in the Journal of European Public Policy. We examine patterns of policy change 
in public budgets across 24 Western countries. We find that budgets were more punctuated in 
more federalized systems and in countries with more fractionalized party systems.  
 
Ongoing Projects 
 
I have two advanced coauthored projects in progress. In the first (under review), we analyze new 
data on earmark requests in Congress. Political scientists have long theorized that members of 
Congress use earmarked spending to direct particularized benefits to their districts in order to 
bolster their reelections. Our new data on earmark requests suggests that the process does not 
appear to be dominated by reelection concerns. In the second, a multi-paper project with Zachary 
McGee, we examine congressional demand for expert policy information from the Congressional 
Research Service. We presented an early draft of the project’s first paper at a conference this 
summer, and plan to submit it for review in the Fall. 


